School Group Activities
Fall & Winter Activities

September 23, 2023- March 19, 2024
Only available: Tuesday & Thursday 9am-3pm
Upon request a museum tour may be offered at an additional cost

Water- A Life Source for All
All Grades | $5 per person | 30 Students Max

Students will learn about the importance of water and how it is a necessity for Pueblo People. Through an additional presentation, students will describe the connection between culture and land. Along with identifying human and community uses of water. They will take part in a hands-on classroom agricultural based activity. This activity aligns to New Mexico State Standards.

My Culture Helps Me
All Grades | $5 Per Person | 30 Students Max

Students will focus on identifying how family and community collectively build cultural identity. Students will learn how cultural traditions of Pueblo People have been passed down from one generation to the next. Students will participate in an open dialogue explaining how cultural values and traditions from the past to present time, through an interactive classroom activity. This activity aligns to New Mexico State Standards.

Pueblo Resources & Symbolism
All Grades | $5 Per Person | 30 Students Max

Students will learn about the natural resources utilized by Pueblo People. Through an additional presentation, they will learn about the symbolism used in pottery and other art forms. Students will describe the connection between culture and land. They will take part in a hands-on activity, where they will be creating their own piece of pottery. This activity aligns to New Mexico State Standards.